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THE IFF SPRING SCHOOL &  
QUANTUM INFORMATION AT JÜLICH
The annual IFF Spring School has a long-standing tradition 
dating back to 1969 when the Institut für Festkörperforschung 
(IFF) was founded. Since then, the Schools have made it 
possible for students and young researchers to gain a two-week 
insight into current topics related to condensed matter research. 
Since the restructuring in 2011, research in the area of electronic 
systems and information technology became part of the Peter 
Grünberg Institute (PGI) named after IFF’s Nobel Prize winner 
(Physics in 2007). Biophysics and soft matter research has 
found a home in the Institute of Complex Systems (ICS).  
Two additional method-oriented institutes which emerged from 
the IFF are the Institute for Advanced Simulation (IAS) and the 
Jülich Center for Neutron Science (JCNS).

Extensive research is underway in Jülich in the areas of quantum 
technology and quantum information science. Much of it is 
hosted in the Institute for Quantum Information (IQI), a joint 
enterprise of PGI and Aachen University.  In close cooperation 
with several other PGI divisions (Theoretical Nanoelectronics, 
Quantum Control, and Semiconductor Nanoelectronics), work  
is underway to develop both the theoretical and experimental 
underpinnings of future quantum computers.  Our experimental 
groups work on the realization of quantum computing compo-
nents in single-spin quantum dots in semiconducting systems 
(both gallium-arsenide and silicon-germanium based), and in 
hybrid superconducting-semiconducting structures that realize 
Majorana qubits.  In cooperation with our technical department, 
the Central Institute for Engineering and Analytics (ZEA-2),  
we are working towards the development of electronic control 
systems that will make scalable quantum devices possible.  
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PROGRAMME
In the 2020 IFF Spring School, the students and young researchers 
will be exposed to the modern quantum mechanics tool box in 
order to equip them with the tools needed to tackle research 
problems in various different areas. The lecture plan will be 
organized to survey the entire scope of the current Quantum 
Technology Flagship of the European Union (qt.eu). Lectures will 
be given covering each of the main research thrusts of the 
flagship: Quantum Communication, including quantum tools for 
network security and privacy; Quantum Computation, involving 
techniques from both solid state physics and atomic physics, 
where the quest is to have large-scale, reliable implementation of 
powerful computation; Quantum Simulation, which recognizes that 
even with near-term quantum processors of modest power, 
progress can be made in uncovering new features of our natural 
quantum world; and Quantum Sensing and Metrology, in which 
new quantum effects come closer to the ultimate limits of 
sensitivity.  Other topics will also be covered, from fundamental 
subjects such as quantum information theory, to the very 
technical area of systems engineering.  Additional areas include 
quantum control techniques, and software design for quantum 
systems. Tours of the Forschungszentrum campus will allow 
students to visit active laboratories engaged in quantum research, 
as well as the Jülich Supercomputing Center where future 
quantum computing activities will be hosted.  Hands-on activities 
will be planned in which cloud access to functioning quantum 
information processing devices will be organized. 

Topics of the lectures include the quantum view on:
- Computation (hardware platforms, error correction,  

verification, software and applications)

- Communication

- Simulation

- Sensing and Metrology

- Control Techniques

- System Engineering

- Industrial Perspective

The IFF Spring School is organised in close collaboration with 
universities, research institutions, and industry. The School offers 
about 45 hours of lectures plus discussions as well as the 
opportunity to visit the participating institutes at Forschungs- 
zentrum Jülich. All lectures will be given in English. Each registered 
participant will be given a copy of the lecture notes in the form  
of a hardcover book, which contains all the material presented  
during the school.

INFORMATION AND HOW TO APPLY
Venue (23.03.2020 – 03.04.2020)
Forschungszentrum Jülich, Building 04.7, Lecture Hall, 
52425 Jülich, Germany

Accommodation (22.03.2020 – 03.04.2020)
A&O HOTEL and HOSTEL Aachen Hauptbahnhof 
Hackländerstraße 5, 52064 Aachen, Germany 
(located opposite of „Aachen Central Train Station“)

Nearby airports
Düsseldorf (DUS), Cologne (CGN)

Registration
open 04.11.2019 – 23.01.2020, visit www.iff-springschool.de

Fee
Full School Fee = 400 Euro includes:
►- Accommodation in a 3-bed-room at the A&O-Hostel in Aachen

• check-in Sunday 22.03.2020, check-out Friday, 03.04.2020
• dinner each day (from 22.03.2020 – 02.04.2020)
• breakfast each day (from 23.03.2020 – 03.04.2020)
• lunch in the Hostel (on 28.03.2020 and 29.03.2020 only)

►►-  Bus transfer from A&O-Hostel to Forschungszentrum & back
• daily from 23.03. – 27.03.2020 and 30.03. – 03.04.2020

►- Welcome Package incl. print copy of „Lecture Notes 2020“
►- Refreshments during the coffee breaks at IFF Spring School
►- Welcome Dinner on 24.03. & Farewell Dinner on 02.04.2020

School Fee without accommodation = 50 Euro includes: 
►- Bus transfer from A&O-Hostel to Forschungszentrum & back 

• daily from 23.03. –27.03.2020 and 30.03. – 03.04.2020
►►-  Welcome Package incl. print copy of „Lecture Notes 2020“
►►- Refreshments during the coffee breaks at IFF Spring School
►►- Welcome Dinner on 24.03. & Farewell Dinner on 02.04.2020

Financial Support 
Students who have not yet finished their Master’s degree can 
apply for financial support. A valid proof of the student status 
as well as a letter of reference must be supplied upon registration.

Visa 
All visa issues are the sole responsibility of the participant. 
Please check your country‘s visa regulations for Germany well 
in advance to avoid a possible refusal.

Cancellation
Cancellations must be received before or on 25th February 
2020 by email to springschool@fz-juelich.de. After that date,  
a cancellation fee of 50 Euro will be charged. 

OVERVIEW
Imagine what we would know – or better: would not know – about 

the structure and dynamics of microscopic systems if scientists 

such as Albert Einstein (Nobel Prize 1921), Niels Bohr (Nobel Prize 

1922), Werner Heisenberg (Nobel Prize 1932), Erwin Schrödinger, 

Paul Dirac (Nobel Prize 1933) and many others would not have 

imagined and formalised quantum mechanics. This theory 

provided the understanding of fundamental aspects of the inter- 

action between matter and radiation to the level needed to make 

atoms work for us in new and most remarkable ways. It heralded 

the first quantum revolution which began with the discovery of  

the transistor (Nobel Prize 1956 to William Shockley, John Bardeen 

and Walter Brattain) and the laser (Nobel Prize 1964 to Charles 

Townes, Nicolay Basov and Aleksandr Prokhorov). Many of the 

amenities we have become accustomed to (for example, computers, 

smartphones, GPS, solid-state light) are based on these technolo-

gies. 

Today, our ability to use previously untapped quantum effects in 

customised systems and materials is paving the way for a second 

revolution. With quantum theory now fully established, we are 

required to look at the world in a fundamentally new way: objects 

can be in different states at the same time (superposition) and  

can be deeply connected without any direct physical interaction 

(entanglement). There are many transformative applications, 

varying from products with a relatively short time to market 

through to revolutionary new technologies that may require more 

than a decade of research and development. Quantum computers 

are expected to be able to solve in a few days, problems that are 

unsolvable by the supercomputers of today and tomorrow. This, in 

turn, will seed breakthroughs in the design of chemical processes, 

new materials, such as higher temperature superconductors, and 

new paradigms in machine learning and artificial intelligence. 

Based on quantum coherence, data can be protected in a 

completely secure way that makes eavesdropping impossible. 

Given the explosive growth of cybercrime and espionage, this is a 

highly strategic capability. Quantum technologies will also give rise 

to simulation techniques well beyond current capabilities for 

material and chemical synthesis, and to clocks and sensors with 

unprecedented sensitivity and accuracy, with potential impact for 

navigation, the synchronisation of future smart networks and 

medical diagnostics.


